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INSTRUCTIONS

(i) दो सुद्ध्वास 2 अनन्त.
(ii) सुद्ध्वास दशै वर्षाको एकधारका अनन्त.
(iii) सुद्ध्वास दशै वर्षाको एकधारका अनन्त.
(iv) सुद्ध्वास दशै वर्षाको एकधारका अनन्त.

(Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions)

There are EIGHT questions divided in two sections and printed both in KANNADA and in ENGLISH.

Candidate has to attempt FIVE questions in all.

Question No. 1 and 5 are compulsory and out of the remaining THREE are to be attempted choosing at least ONE question from each Section.

The number of marks carried by a question/part is indicated against it.

Answer must be written in the medium authorized in the Admission Certificate which must be stated clearly on the cover of this Question-cum-Answer (QCA) Booklet in the space provided. No marks will be given for answers written in a medium other than the authorized one.

Word limit in questions, wherever specified, should be adhered to.

Attempts of questions shall be counted in chronological order. Unless struck off, attempt of a question shall be counted even if attempted partly. Any page or portion of the page left blank in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet must be clearly struck off.
Section-A

1. (a) What is memory? How is memory organized?
(b) What is heredity and Environment? Explain the cultural factors and behaviour, the process of socialisation.

2. (a) Explain the importance and role of language in cognition.
(b) Describe the theories of language development.

3. (a) Briefly explain the perspectives of Psychology.
(b) Explain different types of Psychological research.

4. Explain the nature of intelligence with definitions. How do you measure intelligence with different tests of intelligence?
5. (a) Explain problem solving as a type of thinking.

(b) Explain creativity with its characteristics. Discuss the steps to improve creativity.

6. (a) Explain the approaches to motivation.

(b) Explain the theories of motivation.

7. (a) Explain Indian approach to understand Personality.

(b) Describe the methods followed in understanding Personality.

8. (a) How are attitudes formed? Discuss the ways of changing attitudes.

(b) Explain the altered states of consciousness.
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INSTRUCTIONS

(i) The questions are of 2 marks each.
(ii) There are 3 parts in the paper
(iii) There are 10 compulsory questions
(iv) There are 6 long answer type questions. Each of these questions carry 10 marks in total, and you may choose to attempt 5 of these questions.

(Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions)

There are EIGHT questions divided in two sections and printed both in KANNADA and in ENGLISH.

Candidate has to attempt FIVE questions in all.

Question No. 1 and 5 are compulsory and out of the remaining, THREE are to be attempted choosing at least ONE question from each Section.

The number of marks carried by a question/part is indicated against it.

Answer must be written in the medium authorized in the Admission Certificate which must be stated clearly on the cover of this Question-cum-Answer (QCA) Booklet in the space provided. No marks will be given for answers written in a medium other than the authorized one.

Word limit in questions, wherever specified, should be adhered to.

Attempts of questions shall be counted in chronological order. Unless struck off, attempt of a question shall be counted even if attempted partly. Any page or portion of the page left blank in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet must be clearly struck off.
## Section A

1. (a) What is meant by individual differences? Explain the different types of Psychological tests.

2. Explain the different therapeutic approaches for the treatments of Psychological disorders.

   (b) Describe Psychological basis of effective communication. Explain the importance of mass media and their role in social change and impact of television.

3. Discuss the characteristics of a Psychological test.

4. (a) Define and describe the process of communication.

   (b) Describe the role of mass media in social change.

## Section B

5. (a) What is a small group? Explain the properties of small group.

   (b) Explain the Psychological basis of effective advertising.

6. (a) What are the adolescent problems in relation to learning.
(b) What are prejudice. How does prejudice develop?

7. What is Juvenile Delinquency & crime? Explain the rehabilitation of Juvenile delinquents and criminals.